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Abstract. Laser doping from as-deposited CVD layers is a new and promising field for selective doping in solar cell 
processing. It allows for freely structured and adaptive doping with high-throughput. Challenging is the optimization of a 
variety of process parameters. In this work, we demonstrate the impact of laser parameters, such as fluence and sweep 
repetition, as well as thermal treatment i.e., tube diffusion, on passivation quality. Specifically, laser doping process 
dependence on the resulting doping profile and on iVOC level is investigated. Laser processing of solar cell precursors with 
a selective emitter and local BSF is shown to reach an iVOC of ~700 mV allowing for a high-efficiency level of >22.5% in 
industrial processing. The process flow in this case is suitable for a low-cost approach with reduced number of process 
steps. 

INTRODUCTION 

CVD (chemical vapour deposited) doping layers, such as BSG and PSG (boron and phosphorous silicate glass, 
respectively) are widely used nowadays for multi-functional purposes [1]. Laser doping [2] from CVD layers allows 
widening the multi-functionality. Selective emitters can be realized by pre-deposition of doping layers in CVD 
reactors, laser doping of the as-deposited layer and subsequent thermal treatment to form the homogeneous areas of 
the selective emitter. This allows for annealing of possible laser damage during doping in the subsequent high-
temperature (HT) step. Furthermore, pre-deposited CVD layers allow for co-diffusion [3] as well as structured doped 
areas to be diffused/annealed in one HT step. In synergy with an oxidation step, in-situ SiOx passivation of non-
passivated areas i.e., base Si material and laser doped areas can thereby be achieved. In case of solar cell processing, 
additional SiNx:H deposition and contact formation are the only further steps required. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Process flow is depicted for all respective sample structures in Fig. 1. CVD layers were deposited in an industrial 
roller APCVD (atmospheric pressure CVD) system from Schmid Thermal Systems Inc. on textured and cleaned FZ-
/Cz-Si (Float Zone; Czochralski) wafers, with 200 Ωcm and 2 Ωcm, respectively. BSG and PSG layers were 
previously optimized for laser doping in a ns-pulse laser system with 532 nm wavelength source and subsequent drive-
in from the dopant glass between the laser treated areas. Co-diffusion in a standard tube furnace was combined with a 
subsequent dry oxidation in a separate process step after wet-chemical glass etch to grow thermal SiOx on relevant 
areas. SiNx:H deposition was carried out in a PECVD system before firing of the solar cell precursors (no metal 
contacts) in a standard firing furnace at standard solar cell peak firing temperatures. Characterisation included 
photoconductance decay (PCD) and photoluminescence (PL) measurements to determine iVOC (implied open circuit 
voltage) and electrochemical capacitance-voltage measurement (ECV) to determine doping profiles of the differently 
doped areas. Thereby, ECV data was adjusted by area factor adaptation to take texturization and specific changes of 
topography due to laser interaction into account. Microscopy studies were conducted to determine area factor and 
assure reliable measurement within tool specifications, such as continuous homogeneous etch-back of surface. 
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FIGURE 1. Schematic process flow depiction for samples and solar cell precursors shown in RESULTS section 
 

RESULTS 

Laser Doping Profiles 

Emitter formation in case of laser doping occurs by melting and recrystallization of Si surface and incorporation 
of the doping layer (in part). The doping layer is usually removed in part by ablation leaving the surface with a thin 
oxidized layer after recrystallization of the Si/doping layer melt. To achieve a difference in emitter profile, laser as 
well as dopant layer deposition parameters can be changed to affect either the recrystallization or doping layer 
properties. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. B emitter doping profiles on 2 Ωcm Cz-Si. Parameter dependencies detailed in graph legend. RSh values obtained 

from ECV and verified with 4PP measurements. 
 
Figure 2 shows resulting emitter profiles from 80 nm BSG with varying laser fluence (Flu.), laser sweep repetition 

(Rep.) and HT step duration (HT) on one-sided coated n-type Cz-Si in a tube furnace. For low fluence a shallow (red) 
emitter is formed that can be further driven in with a long HT step (dark orange). During this HT step, the surface 
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concentration (drawn-through arrow) as well as the profile depth increases supporting the thesis of an existing dopant 
source in the Si wafer still supplying the B emitter area with B dopants. Current investigations are conducted into the 
type of source, and if it is either a BSG layer remaining on the surface (even after possible HF-dip), inactive B atoms 
on interstitial crystal lattice sites or even clusters in the doped Si area of, e.g., BSG or a kind of boron rich layer (BRL). 
A second laser treatment of the same area (dashed arrow) results in a profile (light orange) that is changed after a HT 
step (yellow) to a surface concentration even one magnitude higher than right after laser treatment. In this case, the 
long HT step decreases the sheet resistance from 580 to 80 Ω/sq. While one time laser treatment allows for a small 
dopant increase in Si by the HT step, the two times laser treatment allows for a significantly higher increase by the 
HT step. This supports the thesis of B atom activation by thermal treatment with former laser doping to allow for a 
certain number of dopant atoms in the lattice. For higher laser fluences (green curves) the increase of surface 
concentration compared to low fluences is limited by the B concentration in the BSG. Only the depth of the doping 
profile increases further (dotted arrow). 

 

 
FIGURE 3. P emitter doping profiles on 2 and 200 Ωcm Cz-Si. Parameter dependencies detailed in graph legend. RSh values 

obtained from ECV and verified with 4PP measurements. 
 
Figure 3 shows a similar increase in depth and surface concentration of the P emitter from one-sided PSG coated 

n-type Cz-Si by changing repetition from 2 to 3 for the long HT (drawn-through arrow from red to orange). There is 
no difference in P doping profile for long or short HT step (dark orange and light orange). The reason might be the 
fact that P is primarily incorporated as an active dopant by laser treatment, as the profile of the total number of P atoms 
are nearly overlying the profiles of electrically active P atoms (SIMS measurement, not depicted here). With higher 
fluence, the P doping profile depth can be increased (dashed arrow) by choice of lower doped base material (200 Ωcm) 
but no longer with a longer HT step. This effect is visible for higher fluences allowing for non-linear effects. The 
cause of lower doped material being able to be melted to a higher extend, especially in depth, can be explained by the 
deeper penetration of laser light due to the reduced absorption from base dopants. 

iVOC Dependencies 

iVOC measurement was performed on symmetrically coated and full-area laser-doped FZ-Si samples (n-type in 
case of BSG and p-type in case of PSG) after doping layer removal in HF and re-passivation using a SiOx/SiNx:H 
stack. 
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FIGURE 4. B emitter iVOC values determined on 2 Ωcm FZ-Si. Parameter dependencies detailed in graph legend 

 
Figure 4 depicts iVOC results from such laser doped B emitters with short HT anneal. iVOC increases with sheet 

resistance (larger circles) as expected and with decreasing laser power. Fluence (diagonal lines) is the critical quantity 
to determine whether laser damage can be annealed in a HT step. Even with higher sheet resistance but very high 
fluences, laser damage is detrimental to iVOC. However, optimized B emitters from a low laser damage drive-in with 
100 Ω/sq can be annealed to reach 700 mV in iVOC with a SiOx/SiNx:H passivation and a doping profile similar to the 
yellow emitter in Fig. 1. 

 

 
FIGURE 5. P emitter iVOC values determined on 2 Ωcm FZ-Si. Parameter dependencies detailed in graph legend 

 
In case of P emitter laser doping (Fig. 5), far lower sheet resistance values can be reached with the same laser 

parameter sets due to a higher diffusion coefficient. Nevertheless, similarly high iVOC values of up to 700 mV with a 
SiOx/SiNx:H passivation can be reached for even higher doped emitters (80 Ω/sq). Otherwise, laser parameter 
dependency is similar to B laser doping. 
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Solar Cell Precursors 

First solar cell precursors for bi-facial structures with a homogeneous, diffused B emitter and a local, laser doped 
P-BSF (undoped areas in-between laser doped lines, see Fig. 6C&D) were fabricated on Cz-Si. 

 

 

FIGURE 6. Base Cz-Si, B emitter sample and solar cell precursors: iVOC values and PL images. Parameter dependencies 
detailed below each PL image. Schematic depiction of sample cross-section beneath. 

 
Figure 6 shows the base material (n-type Cz-Si) on the left and the homogeneous B emitter sample right next to it, 

both with iVOC values of 702 mV denoted in the respective PL images. In comparison, cell precursors with laser 
parameter set P1 show only a slight drop to 696 mV with an added 17 Ω/sq local laser doped P-BSF. Laser doped 
lines are more visible with a change in laser parameters to P2 resulting in a comparably doped BSF of 15 Ω/sq and 
similarly shaped doping profile. Yet, iVOC drops to 668 mV possibly due to non-annealed laser damage despite HT 
step. Nevertheless, laser damage, even if not preventable, can be annealed during HT step (e.g., in case of P1) 
subsequently only limited by the pure recombination stemming from doping of the BSF. Given industrially achievable 
and typical fill factor value of ~81% and short circuit current value of ~40 fA/cm2, a potential efficiency of above 
22.5% for a screen-printed bi-facial solar cell is therefore possible. 

 

 

FIGURE 7. SEM images of laser doped areas. 
 

Figure 7 shows the cross-section of the textured surface of a cell precursor after laser doping. On the right side, 
the topography image is shown with a dotted line indicating the depth of the doped Si surface visible as a light grey 
band in the material contrast image on the left. Depth is in average at 5 µm showing the potential for deep BSF doping. 
Since the topography does not change on the right along the cross section plane, epitaxial growth of the recrystallized 
Si material is indicated. Furthermore, no inclusions of the doping layer are visible. SEM imaging supports the ECV 
measurements from section 2.1, considering the sharp contrast edge in the left image indicating a sharp melt front, 
coinciding with the depth of the highly doped region. 
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CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, laser doping of pre-deposited CVD doping layers by 532 nm ns laser allows for lean process 
sequences with the possibility of laser damage anneal in a HT step forming passivation of the surface. Emitter profiles 
can be freely tailored by a multitude of parameter sets allowing for iVOC values up to 700 mV even on cell samples 
for high-efficiency solar cells. 
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